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Dates Themes Theme Descriptions Field Trip Destination*

5/29 - 6/1 
NO CAMP MONDAY

Farm Frenzy
Kids will explore our local farms/gardens to learn where our food comes from 
and how we can grow our own.

Various Farm Locations

6/4 - 6/8
Discover the wonders of our universe and our place in it. This week is all 
about the planets, stars, & astronauts...the sky is the limit!

Various Trampoline Parks

6/11 - 6/15 Backyard Adventures
Hop into a week full of backyard games and activities that focus on having 
fun, developing sportsmanship and learning to be a team player.

Various Paint Studio Locations

6/18 - 6/22 Habitat Hideaways
goes into what the predator and prey call “home.”

Children’s Museum (Ages 5-6)
Memphis Zoo (Ages 7+)

6/25 - 6/29 Y’s Got Talent
Let your performer shine at the YMCA’s very own Talent Week! Kids will hop 
into the spotlight with activities like a lipsync challenge, dance off, improv 
skits and talent show.  

Various Indoor Inflatable
Locations

7/2 - 7/6 
NO CAMP 7/4

Wild & Wacky Science
Hop into a world of interactive science where day camp becomes a 
laboratory! We’ll have all kinds of science activities, like chemistry Various Bowling Locations

7/9 - 7/13 Water Wonders
Get ready to get splashed! This week kids will learn about the wonders of the 
water and the creatures of the sea.  

Waterslides
& Water Activities

7/16 - 7/20 Holiday Week
This week kids will learn about different holidays around the world! Be ready 
for a camp wide birthday celebration, parade, costume party and much more!

Various Movie Theatres

7/23 - 7/27 Survival Skills
Kids will learn basic safety and survival skills to ensure a lifetime appreciation 
and respect for water, the environment, law enforcement and ourselves.

Various Skating Locations

7/30 - 8/3 Creatures of the Night
Through exploration and hands-on activities, we will discover the amazing 
ways nocturnal creatures have adapted to hunt, communicate and thrive in 
the dark.

Swimming or Water Slides

8/6 - 8/10 Things That Crawl
Hop into the great outdoors from a bug’s eye view! From going on a bug hunt 
to winning a garden relay, we’ll be tangled in a web of enriching and
fascinating adventures all week long!

Swimming or Water Slides

*Exact field trip location will be specified in the weekly camp newsletter


